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Regulation of Segmental Patterning
by Retinoic Acid Signaling
during Xenopus Somitogenesis
specified tissue, including those involved in anteropost-
erior axial position (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2002; Zakany
et al., 2001). Experimentally raising the levels of FGF
activity in the PSM delays the transition of paraxial cells
into segmented tissue, while blocking FGF signaling re-
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sults in a premature transition. Significantly, these per-
turbations also alter the size of somites, suggesting that
Summary
paraxial cells use FGF/MAPK activity as one cue in es-
tablishing somitic boundaries during segmental specifi-
Somites, the segmented building blocks of the verte-
cation (Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001).
brate embryo, arise one by one in a patterning process
The maturation of the paraxial mesoderm during seg-
that passes wavelike along the anteroposterior axis mentation is also governed by the dynamic expression
of the presomitic mesoderm (PSM). We have studied of key transcription factors, most notably those encod-
this process in Xenopus embryos by analyzing the ing basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) proteins. For instance,
expression of the bHLH gene, Thylacine1, which is the bHLH protein called Mesogenin1 or Mespo (Mes1)
turned on in the PSM as cells mature and segment, in plays an essential role in specifying paraxial cell precur-
a pattern that marks both segment boundaries and sors, and as such is expressed in a graded fashion by
polarity. Here, we show that this segmental gene ex- immature cells in the caudal PSM (Dubrulle et al., 2001;
pression involves a PSM enhancer that is regulated by Joseph and Cassetta, 1999; Sawada et al., 2001; Yoon
retinoic acid (RA) signaling at two levels. RA activates et al., 2000; Yoon and Wold, 2000). As paraxial cells
Thylacine1 expression in rostral PSM directly. RA also enter the rostral PSM, however, they turn off Mes1 and
activates Thylacine1 expression in the caudal PSM instead initiate segmental expression of a related bHLH
indirectly by inducing the expression of MKP3, an in- gene (given different names in different vertebrate spe-
hibitor of the FGF signaling pathway. RA signaling is cies) collectively referred to here as Mesp2-like (Buch-
therefore a major contributor to segmental patterning berger et al., 1998; Saga et al., 1997; Sawada et al.,
by promoting anterior segmental polarity and by inter- 2000; Sparrow et al., 1998). Expression of these genes
acting with the FGF signaling pathway to position seg- in the rostral PSM, while dynamic at first, becomes fixed
mental boundaries. in an on-off pattern, thereby specifying both segmental
boundaries and polarity (Nomura-Kitabayashi et al.,
2002). Passage of the differentiation wavefront is alsoIntroduction
marked by expression of bHLH repressors associated
with the Notch pathway as components of the so-calledMany of the segmented features of the vertebrate body
segmental clock (Pourquie, 2003). Related but distinctplan arise during embryonic development by a process
repressor genes such as c-hairy1 (chick), her1 (zebra-that subdivides the paraxial mesoderm into repeating
fish), Hes7 (mouse), and ESR9 (frog) oscillate on and offunits called somites (Pourquie, 2001). This process pas-
during each segmental cycle in a domain of the caudalses like a wave through the paraxial mesoderm as the
PSM overlapping that of Mes1 expression. As paraxialbody axis extends posteriorly, producing somites one by
cells mature in the rostral PSM, however, the expressionone in an anterior-to-posterior progression. As a result, a
of these genes takes on the fixed segmental pattern“differentiation wavefront” is thought to pass through
resembling that of the Mesp2-like bHLH genes. Geneticthe paraxial cells, thereby specifying when they transit
analysis indicates that these genes also contribute tofrom unsegmented to segmented tissue (Cooke and
segmental patterning, in part by regulating the segmen-Zeeman, 1976). Passage of the wavefront is tightly cou-
tal expression of the Mesp2-like bHLH proteins (Jen etpled to the extension of the body axis as undifferentiated
al., 1999; Takahashi et al., 2003, 2000). Thus, passageparaxial cells produced caudally are displaced rostrally
of the differentiation wavefront is marked by changesto mature and segment.
in the expression of bHLH genes that play critical rolesOne factor that controls the maturation of paraxial
in the establishment of a segmental pattern.cells into segmented tissue is the FGF signaling pathway
Analysis of FGF signaling, primarily in chick embryos,
(Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001). In all verte-
has led to the idea that it also governs the maturation
brate species, members of the FGF family, notably
of neural precursors in the developing ventral spinal
FGF8, are expressed at high levels at the caudal end of cord (Diez del Corral et al., 2002). Like the paraxial meso-
the extending axis, where paraxial cell precursors arise. derm, neural precursors are laid down during regression
These precursors remain in an immature state as long of the node and extension of the embryonic axis, initiat-
as they reside in the caudal PSM and respond to FGF ing neuronal differentiation as they mature along the
via the MAPK/ERK pathway. However, as these cells rostrocaudal axis. This maturation is inhibited by the
are displaced to the rostral PSM, the levels of FGF/ FGF produced caudally but is promoted by a somite-
MAPK activity drop, allowing them to mature by activat- derived signal produced rostrally, recently shown to be
ing the expression of genes associated with segmentally retinoic acid (RA) (Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Novitch
et al., 2003). Indeed, RA, acting through its receptors,
plays a central role in the maturation of neural precursors*Correspondence: kintner@salk.edu
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by transcriptionally activating the expression of homeo- formed approximately 4 hr after exposure to RA contain
2-fold more cells than the equivalent somites in mockdomain proteins involved in neural patterning, as well
as bHLH proteins that promote neuronal differentiation treated controls (Figure 1I). Thus, RA treatment of Xeno-
pus embryos causes a dramatic change in both somite(Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Novitch et al., 2003). These
observations raise the possibility that the RA and FGF size and morphology.
Somite formation was also examined under condi-signaling pathways act together to coordinate the matu-
ration of both neural and somitic precursors as part of tions of reduced RA signaling by injecting embryos with
RNA encoding a dominant-negative form of the retinoica global differentiation wavefront (Diez del Corral et
al., 2003). How these signaling pathways regulate the acid receptor (RAR)  (dnRAR). This mutant blocks RA
signaling mediated by the different receptor isoforms,expression of genes underlying segmental patterning
within the paraxial mesoderm, however, is poorly under- including the major isoform (RAR) expressed in the
PSM (Pfeffer and De Robertis, 1994). Expression of thisstood.
Here, we show that perturbing RA signaling in Xeno- mutant in embryos severely disrupted somitogenesis,
resulting in chaotic somite boundaries that made thepus embryos alters somite size and morphology and
that these alterations are preceded by changes in the identification of single-somite units impossible (Figures
1J and 1K). Together, these results indicate that somito-expression of bHLH transcription factors during seg-
mental patterning. We show that some of these changes genesis is disrupted in Xenopus embryos following a
decrease or an increase in RA signaling.are mediated by the ability of RA to regulate the FGF
signaling pathway in the caudal PSM as part of the
differentiation wavefront. In addition, we provide evi- RA Signaling and Segmental Patterning
dence that RA signaling acts directly to promote gene We next asked whether RA signaling acts in the PSM
expression associated with segmental polarity. These during the process of segmental patterning. The PSM
results indicate that RA plays a key role in regulating in Xenopus, as in other vertebrates, is divided into three
gene expression during segmental patterning, and pro- distinct regions based on gene expression patterns. In
vide insights into the molecular bases of this regulation. the rostral PSM, a Mesp2-like bHLH gene, called Thyla-
cine1 (Thy1), is expressed in an on-off pattern that de-
marcates two to three prospective somites known asResults
somitomeres (Figure 2D, designated S0 to S-III from
rostral to caudal) (Sparrow et al., 1998). This expressionPerturbations in RA Signaling Cause Somite
Defects in Xenopus Embryos pattern, like that of its mouse ortholog Mesp2, not only
marks the prospective boundary between adjacent seg-Observations made with Vitamin-A-deficient (VAD) quail
embryos (Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Maden et al., 2000) ments, but also divides each segment into two halves,
thus marking segmental polarity (Figure 2D) (Kim et al.,and from the analysis of mouse embryos that are mutant
for components of the RA signaling pathway (Abu-Abed 2000). Caudal to the last mature stripe of Thy1 expres-
sion in S-III is a region called the transition zone (TZ)et al., 2003; Niederreither et al., 1999, 2002; Sakai et al.,
2001) suggest a role for RA signaling in establishing where the next segment is specified (Figure 2D), and
caudal to that is a region called the tailbud domain (TBD)somites. To examine whether RA signaling might con-
tribute to somite formation in Xenopus, embryos were where immature paraxial cells reside. Paraxial cells likely
gain their segmental identity in the TZ when the expres-treated with RA at late neurula stages and assayed for
changes in somite formation at tadpole stages. In Xeno- sion of Thy1 is activated in the on-off pattern corre-
sponding to a segmental unit (Jen et al., 1999). As parax-pus, somites consist primarily of myotomal cells that
segregate, rotate, and align along the rostrocaudal axis ial cells mature within the PSM, they also undergo
changes in the expression of components in the RA(Figure 1A). Defects in this process are readily detected
by staining embryos in whole-mount with an antibody, signaling pathway. While the RA synthetic enzyme,
RALDH2, is expressed at high levels in paraxial cells12/101, which labels differentiated muscle (Jen et al.,
1997). after they leave the TZ, immature paraxial tissue in the
TBD expresses Cyp26A1 (CYP26), an enzyme involvedXenopus embryos treated with RA at relatively late
stages (after stage 18) do not exhibit the dramatic loss in RA catabolism (Figures 2A–2C) (Chen et al., 2001;
Niederreither et al., 1997; Swindell et al., 1999). Theseof anterior structures and axial truncations that have
been described in embryos exposed to RA at blastula patterns of gene activity are predicted to generate a
gradient of RA activity within the caudal PSM directlystages (Figure 1) (Durston et al., 1989; Ruiz i Altaba and
Jessell, 1991; Sive et al., 1990). Nonetheless, staining opposite to that proposed for FGF signaling (Figure 2D)
(Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Novitch et al., 2003).these embryos with 12/101 revealed morphological de-
fects within regions of somitic tissue that had formed To investigate how RA signaling might contribute to
segmental patterning, we initially examined Thy1 ex-approximately 3 hr after the onset of RA exposure (Fig-
ures 1A–1H). These defects included a region with two pression in embryos following changes in RA activity.
Embryos were exposed to 1 M RA for 5 hr, a timeto four abnormally large somites, followed by a region
with disorganized somite boundaries and irregular so- period required for the formation of approximately four
segments. In RA-treated embryos, the pattern of Thy1mite size (Figure 1C). To quantify the apparent change
in somite size following exposure to RA, embryos were expression differed dramatically from mock-treated
controls by four criteria (compare Figure 2F to Figuresectioned longitudinally and the number of cells on aver-
age in a somite per tissue section was scored (Figures 2E). First, the distance from the anterior edge of Thy1
expression in one somitomere and the next increased1E–1H). This analysis indicates that the somites that
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Figure 1. Altering RA Signaling Levels Affects Somite Size and Morphology
Anterior is oriented to the left in this and all figures.
(A–D) Embryos were treated with either DMSO or RA beginning at stage 22 for 5 hr at RT, then recovered at 15C for 24 hr before fixing and
staining with the 12/101 antibody (brown). Shown is the tail of a DMSO-treated control embryo (A and B) or RA-treated embryo (C and D)
with the dorsal side up. The boxed areas in (A) and (C) are shown at higher magnification in (B) and (D), respectively. Somite boundaries are
marked with black arrowheads in (B) and (D). The fraction of embryos with phenotype shown is indicated in panels.
(E–H) Embryos treated with DMSO (E and G) or RA (F and H) at stage 18 for 5 hr were fixed, sectioned along the longitudinal axis, and stained
with DAPI to label nuclei. Shown are the somite arrays from one side taken under UV illumination from representative sections at the same
magnification. The second somite, s2, serves as a control for the ninth somite, s9, formed during drug treatment. Somite boundaries are
marked by white arrowheads in (G) and (H).
(I) Somite size was estimated by scoring the number of nuclei per somite per section from embryos treated with RA or from mock-treated
controls (counts from three embryos for both conditions are represented).
(J and K) Embryos injected in one cell at the 2-cell stage with mRNA for dnRAR (along with nLacZ RNA as a lineage tracer). Shown is a
stage 29 embryo stained with X-gal to reveal the tracer (light blue), and 12/101 to reveal muscle on the uninjected control side (J) or the
injected side (K). Insets show a high magnification view of somite region in boxed area; open arrows indicate normal (J) and abnormal
(K) boundaries.
dramatically (Figure 2K). Second, the anterior-posterior in AGN-treated embryos were closer together (Figure
2K), narrower in A-P width, fewer in number, and appar-(A-P) width of Thy1 expression in each somitomere
broadened (Figure 2F). Third, rather than the two to three ently shifted to a more rostral position in the PSM. This
rostral shift is evident from the narrowed distance be-stripes of Thy1 usually observed in control embryos,
RA-treated embryos often contained additional stripes, tween stripes, since a newly formed stripe is closer to
its predecessor in AGN-treated embryos than in controlsperhaps reflecting the overall higher levels of expression
and thus longer perdurance. Finally, a stripe of Thy1 (Figure 2G). Thus, reducing RA signaling during somito-
genesis produces changes in Thy1 expression that areexpression was detected in the PSM of RA-treated em-
bryos in a position more caudal than the newest stripe the exact opposite of those that are produced by in-
creased levels of RA activity.of Thy1 expression in the PSM of control embryos (ar-
rowhead in Figure 2F). Therefore, increasing the levels In order to test further the role of RA signaling in
segmental patterning, Thy1 expression was examinedof RA signaling during somitogenesis produces several
changes in the segmental expression of Thy1, including in embryos that were injected with RNA encoding the
dnRARmutant described above or the RA-catabolizingan increase in stripe width and in the distance be-
tween stripes. enzyme Cyp26A1 (Hollemann et al., 1998). Since both
of these RNAs encode inhibitors of RA signaling, theyTo determine whether reducing RA signaling also per-
turbs the pattern of Thy1 expression, embryos were should produce similar results to those described above
for AGN, except that in this case only one side will betreated with the inverse RA agonist AGN193109 (Weston
et al., 2003), using the same experimental paradigm. This affected while the other serves as an internal control.
As predicted, in embryos injected with dnRAR RNA,small molecule binds to RARs in place of RA, preventing
them from forming complexes with transcriptional acti- Thy1 expression was altered in the same manner as
described above for AGN-treated embryos (Figure 2I):vators while stabilizing interactions with corepressor
complexes (Weston et al., 2003). Strikingly, Thy1 expres- the width between the stripes was reduced, the levels
of Thy1 expression were reduced, and often only onesion responded to AGN treatment by undergoing the
opposite changes observed with RA (compare Figure stripe was visible on the injected side rather than the
normal two to three stripes. Essentially the same2G to Figure 2E). The stripes of cells expressing Thy1
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Figure 2. Changes in the Levels of RA Signal-
ing Alter Segmental Patterning
(A–C) Early neurula-stage (stage 17) embryos
were probed for the expression of RALDH2
(A), both RALDH2 and Cyp26 (B), or both
RALDH2 and Thy1 (C) using whole-mount in
situ hybridization.
(D) Schematic diagram of the paraxial meso-
derm in Xenopus embryos. Paraxial cells are
produced at the caudal tip of the tailbud
(TBD), displaced rostrally (arrows) as the axis
extends, where they mature by forming somi-
tomeres (S-III through S0) that then give rise
to somites (S1). During each cycle, another
segment forms in the transition zone (TZ)
when paraxial cells activate the expression
of Thy1 in an on-off pattern, thus specifying
both a segmental boundary (dotted line) as
well as A-P segmental polarity (a-p). Cells in
the TZ are likely to be exposed to opposing
gradients of FGF8 and RA based on gene
expression patterns including those shown
in (A)–(C).
(E–G) Embryos were treated at stage 11 for
5 hr, with carrier alone (E), RA (F), or AGN (G),
then stained for Thy1 RNA expression. The
different domains of the PSM are labeled in
(E) as illustrated in (D).
(H–J) Embryos were injected in one cell at the
2-cell stage with nlacZ RNA (H), or with both
nlacZ and dnRAR (I) or Cyp26 (J). Injected
embryos were fixed at stage 15, stained with
X-gal to reveal the injected side (light blue),
and for Thy1 expression. The relative position of the stripes of Thy1 on the control and injected side are labeled with white arrows in (I) and (J).
(K) The distance separating adjacent segments was measured in arbitrary units in RA-, AGN-, and DMSO-treated embryos (anterior border
to anterior border). The values are statistically significant based on an unpaired t test. DMSO: n  11; AGN: n  7, p  0.0001; RA: n  10,
p  0.0003.
changes were evident in embryos injected with Cyp26 fraction of embryos with ectopic expression increased
with longer treatment time, so that by 60 min, all embryosRNA, although with a weaker penetrance (Figure 2J).
These data support our previous loss-of-function results contained ectopic Thy1 expression in the TZ and rostral
TBD (Figure 3D, closed arrowhead). Thus, there are twoobtained with AGN and show that reduced RA signaling
alters segmental patterning. In addition, they highlight rapid responses to RA: one is an increase in the expres-
the finding that one consequence of altering RA signal- sion of Thy1 in the newest-formed segment, resulting
ing is a change in the rostrocaudal position where Thy1 in broadening of the Thy1 expression domain in anterior
expression is initiated in the caudal PSM during each half segments (in both A-P and dorsoventral axes; Fig-
segmental cycle. ures 3A–3D, open arrowheads); the other is the ectopic
expression of Thy1 in the TZ and TBD (Figures 3A–3D,
closed arrowheads), although this latter response alsoRA Rapidly Induces Thy1 Expression in the TZ,
depends on other factors, perhaps the phase of theEven in the Presence of Cycloheximide
segmental cycle.The results described above indicate that several as-
The results described above indicate that activationpects of segmental patterning are modified in Xenopus
of RA signaling in the PSM rapidly induces expressionembryos in response to altering RA signaling over sev-
of Thy1 in the region of the PSM where a new segmenteral segmental cycles. To determine what aspects of
is specified. Since RA acts by converting RARs fromthis pattern are most directly affected by changes in the
transcriptional repressors into activators, this effect onlevels of RA signaling, embryos were treated with RA,
Thy1 expression could be direct. To test this possibility,harvested at 15 min intervals, and then stained for Thy1
we asked whether RA could still induce Thy1 in theexpression. The results show that after as little as 15
presence of the protein synthesis inhibitor cyclohexi-min, RA treatment increased the levels of Thy1 expres-
mide (CHX). We previously showed that treating em-sion and broadened its expression in the most newly
bryos for a short period of time with CHX resulted in anformed segment in S-III (Figure 3A, open arrowhead).
upregulation of Thy1 in S-III (Jen et al., 1999). However,By contrast, this relatively brief exposure to RA did not
when embryos are treated with both RA and CHX foralter the older stripes of Thy1 expression in more mature
1.5 hr, Thy1 expression is sharply upregulated acrossregions of the PSM (e.g., in S-I). In addition, this short
the TZ and TBD, even when embryos were first treatedexposure to RA also induced ectopic expression of Thy1
with CHX for 15 min before continuing in RA  CHXin the TZ, but this occurs in only about 10% of the treated
embryos (Figure 3A, closed arrowhead). However, the (Figures 3I–3L). Taken together, the early response of
Retinoic Acid in Segmentation
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Figure 3. RA Signaling Activates Thy1 Expression
(A–H) Embryos were stained for Thy1 expression after the designated period of RA or DMSO treatment (in minutes). Note the rapid Thy1
upregulation in S-III by the broadened stripe width (open arrowheads) and in the TZ of RA-treated embryos (closed arrowheads). Fifteen
embryos per time and treatment condition were examined.
(I–L) Neurula-stage embryos were treated with the indicated drugs for 1.5 hr (Mock  carrier alone). RA  CHX treated embryos were first
preincubated in CHX for 15 min before continuing in RA  CHX for an additional 1.25 hr. Embryos were then stained for Thy1 RNA. Shown
are side views of the posterior end of representative embryos.
(M–R) Transgenic embryos were generated using the 3.5 genomic fragment driving GFP, treated at stage 22 for 2 hr with DMSO (M and P),
RA (N and Q), or RA  CHX (O and R), then stained for either Thy1 or GFP RNA.
(S–Z) Transgenic embryos were generated with the1.7 kb fragment driving GFP and then processed at stage 22 using the paradigm described
above. Note that the 1.7 fragment does not respond to RA (asterisk, [W–Y]) in the same way as endogenous Thy1 (asterisk, [T]). Brackets
in (W)–(Y) mark three different examples of the stripe shift after RA treatment. Numbers of transgenic embryos with the phenotype shown are
denoted in each panel. 55%–60% of injected embryos were routinely transgenic for GFP; however, only 30% of the 1.7 embryos treated
with drugs were GFP-positive.
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Thy1 to RA and the ability of RA to induce Thy1 expres- to affect where this onset occurs is a strong indication
sion even in the presence of a protein synthesis inhibitor that RA activity regulates the passage of the differentia-
indicate that Thy1 is likely to be a direct target of RA- tion wavefront. To examine this issue further, we ana-
mediated transcriptional activation. lyzed the expression of other genes that mark the transi-
tion of paraxial cells from the TBD to the TZ, using
Identification of a PSM Enhancer neurula-staged embryos that were exposed to RA for
and Its Regulation by RA 1.5 hr, a period slightly exceeding one segmental cycle.
To determine how RA regulates Thy1 expression, we As described above, these embryos responded to RA
used the transgenic protocol of Kroll and Amaya (1996) by upregulating expression of Thy1 in S-III and the TZ,
to identify sequences responsible for driving the Thy1 suggesting that the TZ expands toward the TBD (Figure
expression pattern in the PSM. Approximately 3.5 kilo- 4A). To determine whether or not the TBD is smaller as
bases (kb) of DNA located upstream of the Thy1 open a result, we stained embryos treated in the same way
reading frame (3.5) was inserted into a vector con- for Mes1, whose expression normally marks the TBD
taining a GFP reporter described by Davis et al. (2001). and is excluded from the TZ (Figure 4B). Following RA
Introduction of this construct in transgenic embryos re- treatment, expression of Mes1 is dramatically reduced,
sulted in a pattern of reporter RNA expression that was leaving only a ring of expression at the most caudal end
indistinguishable from that of the endogenous Thy1 RNA of the TBD (Figure 4B, inset). RA signaling, therefore,
(compare Figure 3P to 3M). Moreover, when the 3.5 rapidly represses gene expression associated with im-
transgenic embryos were exposed to RA or to both mature paraxial cells in the TBD.
RA and CHX, they responded in the same way as the As paraxial cells transit from the TBD into the TZ, a
endogenous Thy1 gene, by inducing GFP expression in dramatic change also occurs in the expression of genes
the TBD (compare Figure 3Q to 3N or Figure 3R to 3O). that encode components of the Notch pathway (Figure
We conclude that the 3.5 kb sequence contains the 4K). In the caudal PSM, the Notch pathway oscillates
Thy1 PSM enhancer that drives segmental expression, on and off during each segmental cycle as part of the
including the ability to be induced in the TZ and TBD segmental clock. In Xenopus, this oscillation is evi-
by RA in the presence of CHX. denced by a pulse in the expression of the Notch ligand
We next tested several Thy1 promoter constructs in XDelta2 and a bHLH repressor gene, called ESR9, which
transgenic embryos in which increasingly greater amounts is primarily confined to paraxial cells up to the boundary
of distal sequences were deleted from the –3.5 kb frag- between the TBD and the TZ (Figure 4K) (unpublished
ment. Strikingly, a construct with 1.7 kb of upstream data, Jen et al., 1999; Li et al., 2003). In the rostral PSM,
sequences produced a segmental pattern of reporter
the Notch pathway stabilizes into a segmental pattern
expression in untreated embryos that mirrored normal
of expression, as evidenced in Xenopus embryos by the
Thy1 expression; however, it responded quite differently
striped expression of XDelta2 and a bHLH repressor
to RA treatment as compared to the 3.5 construct
gene, called ESR5, within the anterior half segments of(Figures 3S–3Z). Following RA treatment, reporter ex-
S-II and S-III (Figure 4K) (Jen et al., 1999). Following RApression from the 1.7 transgene was not induced in
treatment, we found that segmental expression of theseeither the TBD or the TZ (asterisks, compare Figures
genes in the rostral PSM was left relatively intact (Fig-3W–3Y to 3T), and was only slightly induced in the pres-
ures 4C and 4E, black arrowheads), but that their expres-ence of CHX (Figure 3Z). However, the 1.7 construct
sion in the TBD was dramatically reduced as indicatedstill responded to RA treatment by undergoing a caudal
by a caudal shift in their TBD expression domains (Fig-shift in the position of the youngest stripe of reporter
ures 3C–3E). Similarly, RA treatment also downregulatedgene expression in relation to the previously formed
the expression of HES6, another bHLH repressor whosestripe (Figures 3W–3Y, brackets). Although the youngest
expression primarily marks the TBD (Figure 4F) (Koyano-stripe of reporter expression was shifted caudally in RA-
Nakagawa et al., 2000), further indicating that activationtreated embryos as is seen with the endogenous Thy1
of RA signaling significantly decreases the size of thestripe, the reporter stripe was not induced in a broad
TBD.swath that is normally observed for Thy1 in RA-treated
In order to determine whether reduced RA signalingembryos. These observations suggest that the Thy1
affects the size and position of the TZ and TBD, we nextPSM enhancer can be divided into two elements that
examined gene expression of TBD markers in embryosmediate different contributions of RA signaling to seg-
injected with dnRAR RNA. As described earlier, em-mental patterning. One contribution, mediated by an
bryos injected with dnRAR on one side show a markedelement between 1.7 and 3.5, activates the expres-
rostral shift in the onset of Thy1 (Figure 2I). Costainingsion of Thy1 in the TZ as a segment forms. The second
injected embryos for both Thy1 and Mes1 RNA revealscontribution, mediated by an element proximal to 1.7,
that the shift in the expression of Thy1 in the TZ ispositions segmental boundaries as paraxial cells
coupled to a corresponding rostral shift in the expres-emerge from the TBD and segmental identity is speci-
sion of Mes1 in the TBD (Figure 4H, asterisks). Identicalfied, presumably by influencing the progression of the
results are obtained when these embryos are staineddifferentiation wavefront.
for the expression of ESR5, in that the somitomere and
TBD domains of ESR5 expression are shifted signifi-RA Signaling Regulates the Size of the TBD
cantly rostrally (Figure 4J, asterisks). Loss of RA signal-The onset of Thy1 expression in the PSM is likely to be
ing in the PSM, therefore, expands the size of the TBD,in close proximity to the point where paraxial cells transit
from unsegmented to segmented fate. The ability of RA prefiguring the rostral shift in Thy1 expression. These
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Figure 4. RA Signaling Alters the Transition between the TBD and TZ
(A–F) Embryos at neurula stages were treated for 1.5 hr with RA or DMSO and then stained for Thy1 (A), Mes1 (B), XDelta2 (Dl-2) (C), ESR9
(D), ESR5 (E), or Hes6 (F). Insets in (B) show posterior-ventral view.
(G–J) Embryos were injected in one cell at the 2-cell stage with nlacZ RNA alone (G and I) or with both nlacZ and dnRAR RNAs (H and J).
Injected embryos were fixed at early neurula stages (st 15), stained with X-gal and for both Thy1 and Mes1 in (G) and (H) or for ESR5 in (I)
and (J). In each case, a dorsal view is shown and the relative position of the TBD is denoted with asterisks.
(K) Diagram illustrating the expression patterns of Notch pathway genes in relation to Thy1 and Mes1 in the paraxial mesoderm.
results support the idea that RA plays a role in establish- as RA treatment (compare Figures 5F and 5G). In con-
trast to RA, however, a 1.5 hr treatment with SU5402ing the position of the TZ along the rostral-caudal axis
did not induce expression of Thy1 in the TZ (compareof the PSM.
Figures 5B and 5C). Following longer periods of treat-
ment with SU5402 (4 hr), expression of Thy1 was upregu-
Interactions between RA Signaling lated in the TZ, in a manner similar to that seen with
and the FGF Pathway a short exposure to RA (data not shown, Figure 3A).
Since FGF signaling has already been shown to maintain Significantly, in embryos treated with both RA and
the precursor state of paraxial cells, RA could conceiv- SU5402 for 1.5 hr, the expression of Thy1 was synergisti-
ably promote the maturation of paraxial cells in part by cally induced in both the TZ and TBD (Figure 5D). We
suppressing FGF activity (Diez del Corral et al., 2002; also examined the expression of paraxis, another bHLH
Dubrulle et al., 2001; Sawada et al., 2001). To examine gene that is expressed in the PSM after paraxial cells
this possibility, we first asked whether the inhibition of leave the TBD. Neither drug caused significant alter-
FGF signaling in Xenopus embryos produced similar ations in paraxis expression (Figures 5I–5L). Based on
changes in segmental gene expression as those ob- these results, we conclude that both RA and SU5402
served in RA-treated embryos. Accordingly, expression have similar effects on the expression of Mes1 in the
patterns of Thy1 and Mes1 were examined in embryos TBD. While SU5402 does not strongly induce the expres-
after a 1.5 hr treatment with SU5402, a small molecule sion of Thy1 in S-III/TZ, it potentiates the ability of RA
inhibitor widely used to specifically interfere with signal- to induce Thy1 in the TBD, indicating that these two
ing downstream of the FGF receptor (Mohammadi et signaling pathways interact to specify fate in the cau-
al., 1997). The results show that SU5402 treatment inhib- dal PSM.
The regulation of bHLH gene expression in the PSMits the expression of Mes1 in the TBD to a similar extent
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Figure 5. RA and SU5402 Cause Similar but
Not Identical Changes in bHLH Gene Ex-
pression
(A–L) Neurula-stage embryos were treated
DMSO, RA, SU5402, or RA  SU5402 for 1.5
hr, then stained for Thy1, Mes1, or paraxis
as indicated. Shown are side views of the
posterior one-third of the embryos or, in
(E)–(H), posterior-ventral views.
(M) Animal caps were generated by dis-
secting the ectoderm from stage 8 (blastula-
stage) embryos that had been injected with
50 pg of NR2 RNA. At the stages indicated,
animal caps were assayed for levels of Thy1
and Mes1 RNA by RPA. Although EF-1 RNA
is used as a loading control, its expression is
activated at the mid-blastula transition (MBT)
and reaches steady-state levels around
stage 12.
(N) RPA assay of animal caps expressing NR2
and/or FGF8 as indicated. Animal caps were
treated with RA, CHX, SU5402, or combina-
tions as indicated for 1 hr at stage 13 and
then harvested.
by RA and FGF signaling was further examined in an confirming that FGF8 maintains paraxial mesoderm in
animal cap assay using nodal related-2 (NR2) to induce an immature state (Figure 5N, lane 7). After RA treatment
the formation of paraxial mesoderm (Jones et al., 1995). of NR2  FGF8 injected samples, however, Mes1 levels
In a time-course experiment, the expression of Mes1 were markedly reduced, while those of Thy1 increased
and Thy1 followed a temporal pattern in animal caps (Figure 5N, lane 8). These results supply further evidence
with approximately the same kinetics as observed in that RA and FGF signaling differentially and antagonisti-
whole embryos (Figure 5M). In both cases, expression cally regulate bHLH genes expressed in tissues that are
of Mes1 peaked before Thy1, reflecting the normal matu- specified to be segmented (Thy1) and unsegmented
ration of paraxial mesoderm. We next examined whether (Mes1).
NR2 animal caps also respond to RA in the presence of We further analyzed the interaction between RA and
CHX as whole embryos do. As predicted, after a 1 hr FGF signaling pathways in whole embryos by examining
treatment, RA and CHX cooperated to more strongly the expression of Notch pathway genes after a short
induce Thy1 than either drug alone, further support that treatment with RA, SU5402, or both drugs. We observed
it may be a direct transcriptional target of RA-mediated again that SU5402 caused a similar reduction in the
activation (Figure 5N, lane 3). expression of TBD domain genes such as Hes6, ESR5,
Expression of Mes1 and Thy1 in NR2 animal caps was
ESR9, and XDelta2, while leaving segmental expression
also assayed after a 1 hr treatment with RA, SU5402, or
intact (Figure 6). Moreover, in embryos treated with botha combination of both drugs, at the equivalent of stage
drugs, the downregulation of TBD gene expression was14. RA, and to a lesser extent SU5402, induced the
in most cases more pronounced than that observed withexpression of Thy1 (Figure 5N, compare lanes 2 and 5 to
either drug alone (Figure 6). These results indicate thatlane 1). Significantly, treatment with both drugs induced
activation of RA signaling and inhibition of FGF signalingmuch higher levels of Thy1 RNA expression than those
act together to turn off the expression of Notch pathwayobserved with either drug alone (Figure 5N, compare
genes associated with immature paraxial tissue in the TBD.lane 6 to lanes 2 and 5). These data confirm our whole-
embryo results by showing that Thy1 is more highly
induced in paraxial mesoderm by simultaneously acti-
RA and FGF Signaling Cross-Interact in the PSMvating RA signaling and reducing FGF signaling. We
by Regulating the Expression of Inhibitorsfurther observed that when animal caps were also ex-
Recent work indicates that RA antagonizes the FGFposed to FGF8 by RNA injection, Mes1 levels were in-
creased relative to animal caps expressing NR2 alone, pathway in the PSM of chick embryos by inhibiting the
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Figure 6. Genes in the Notch Pathway Are
Repressed by RA and SU5402 in the TBD
Early neurula-stage embryos were treated
with the indicated drugs as described in the
legend of Figure 5 and then probed for gene
expression as designated.
expression of FGF8 (Diez del Corral et al., 2003). How- chick limbs and mesoderm (Eblaghie et al., 2003; Kawa-
kami et al., 2003). Taken together, these observationsever, our results suggest that RA may promote the matu-
ration of the paraxial cells by other, more direct, mecha- suggest a scenario in which RA regulates the expression
of Xenopus MKP3, thereby inhibiting FGF signaling. Wenisms. For example, in the animal cap assay, RA
changed the levels of Thy1 and Mes1 even when the examined this possibility further in Xenopus embryos by
measuring MKP3 expression in embryos after treatmentanimal caps constitutively expressed FGF8 by RNA in-
jection. To examine this issue further, we treated em- with RA and SU5402. As predicted by previous results,
the expression of MKP3 is strongly upregulated in thebryos with RA for 1.5 and 5 hr and examined the expres-
sion of FGF8 mRNA (Christen and Slack, 1997). In TBD and TZ of embryos treated briefly with RA (Figure
7B), and suppressed in embryos treated with SU5402contrast to results reported from chick, RA treatment
paradoxically induced higher levels of FGF8 expression (Figure 7C). As a reciprocal interaction, we also asked
whether the FGF pathway inhibits the RA signaling path-in the PSM of Xenopus embryos (Figure 7H and data
not shown). These results indicate that RA does not way by inducing an antagonist of RA signaling. The RA
hydrolyzing enzyme Cyp26 is expressed in the TBD (Fig-inhibit FGF signaling in the PSM of Xenopus embryo
by inhibiting the expression of FGF8, at least over the ure 2B) (Hollemann et al., 1998); furthermore, Cyp26 is
known to be a direct target of RA (Loudig et al., 2000).short term.
An alternative possibility is that RA inhibits FGF signal- Indeed, Cyp26 is rapidly induced at high levels when
Xenopus embryos are exposed to RA (Figure 7E) (Hol-ing in the PSM by a mechanism suggested by the results
of Mason et al. (1996), who isolated a gene called X17C lemann et al., 1998). Significantly, when we treated em-
bryos with SU5402 to inhibit FGF signaling, Cyp26 ex-using differential screening of RA-treated Xenopus em-
bryos. X17C is expressed in the TBD and is strongly pression was markedly reduced (Figure 7F). These
results show that RA and FGF signaling activate theupregulated by RA treatment even in the presence of
CHX, suggesting that its regulation by RA is likely to be expression of inhibitors that antagonize each other’s
function in the PSM (Figure 7I).direct. Significantly, X17C encodes the Xenopus homo-
log of MKP3, a dual specificity phosphatase that de- The ability of RA to induce MPK3 expression conceiv-
ably explains how it could inhibit FGF signaling while atphosphorylates and inactivates ERK, thereby inhibiting
the MAPK arm of the FGF signaling pathway (Keyse, the same time inducing FGF8 expression. To examine
this issue further, we used the animal cap assay de-2000). Recently, the chick homolog of MPK3 has been
identified as a downstream target of FGF8 in developing scribed above to measure the ability of RA to block
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Figure 7. Interaction between RA and FGF Signaling during Segmental Patterning
(A–C) Tailbud embryos (st 28) were treated for 1.5 hr with DMSO (A), RA (B), or SU5402 (C) and processed for Xenopus MKP3 expression.
(D–H) Late neurula-stage embryos were treated with DMSO, RA, or SU5402, then probed for Cyp26 (D–F) or FGF8 expression (G and H).
(I) Diagram illustrates the crossregulation between the RA and FGF signaling pathways.
(J) Anti-ERK Western blot on NR2-animal caps coinjected with FGF8 and MKP3 or MKP3 RNAs and treated with DMSO or RA as indicated
for each lane. Two gels were run under identical conditions; top blot was probed with both anti-ERK and anti-phospho-ERK, bottom blot was
probed with anti-phospho-ERK alone.
(K) RA signaling contributes to two aspects of segmental patterning, by (#1) influencing the differentiation wavefront and (#2) promoting
expression of Thy1 in the TZ. The bottom two diagrams illustrate changes in segmental patterning when RA signaling is either increased or
decreased. Shaded boxes indicate Thy1 expression domains.
FGF signaling in terms of ERK activation. The levels of are likely to be critical inputs in the transcriptional regu-
lation of these genes during the process of segmentalphospho-ERK, as measured by Western blot, are signifi-
cantly increased in NR2-animal caps by coexpressing patterning (Aulehla et al., 2003; Jen et al., 1999; Taka-
hashi et al., 2000). Here, we provide evidence that an-FGF8 RNA (Figure 7J, lane 3). This increase is completely
reversed by a short treatment with RA treatment (lane other pathway, namely RA signaling, contributes to this
process. Our results indicate that RA impinges on seg-4) or by also expressing RNA encoding MKP3 (lane 7)
(Kawakami et al., 2003). Significantly, the ability of RA mental patterning at two levels: (1) by activating the
expression of Thy1 in the TZ and (2) by antagonizingto inhibit FGF activation of ERK is blocked in the pres-
ence of a dominant-negative form of MKP3 (lane 6) FGF signaling in the TBD as part of the differentiation
wavefront.(MKP3; Kawakami et al., 2003). Together these results
indicate that RA inhibits FGF8 activity in paraxial tissue
via MKP3. RA Activates Thy1 Expression in the TZ
The expression patterns of RA signaling pathway com-
ponents in Xenopus embryos as in other vertebratesDiscussion
suggests that paraxial cells experience a gradient of RA
activity as they emerge from the TBD and segmentalThe Mesp2-like bHLH transcription factors are key de-
terminants in specifying both segmental boundaries and identity is specified (Diez del Corral et al., 2003) (Figure
2D). Several lines of evidence suggest that this RA activ-polarity, suggesting that paraxial cells establish their
segmental identity by expressing these genes at the ity contributes to segmental patterning by activating the
expression of Thy1 in paraxial cells within the TZ, thuscorrect time and place when a segmental unit forms
(Saga et al., 1997; Sawada et al., 2000; Sparrow et al., determining the width of the Thy1 stripe. First, Thy1
expression within a newly forming segment is clearly1998). In Xenopus, this key step occurs in a region of
the PSM referred to as the TZ (Jen et al., 1999) where upregulated within 15 min after adding RA to embryos
(Figure 3A). Second, RA can induce Thy1 expression inparaxial cells activate the expression of Thy1 in a char-
acteristic on-off, striped pattern that is recapitulated in both embryos and animal caps in the presence of CHX.
Third, the level of Thy1 expression in newly formed seg-transgenic embryos by the Thy1 PSM enhancer. Several
signaling pathways, including Notch, FGF, and Wnts, ments is considerably reduced in width when RA activity
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is blocked using the inverse agonist AGN, or by express- inhibiting other outputs of FGF signaling, notably those
ing RNAs encoding either dnRAR or Cyp26 in embryos. that occur downstream of ERK.
Finally, RA-mediated induction of Thy1 expression in If RA does indeed disable the MAPK/ERK cascade by
newly formed segments in the TZ is likely to be mediated inducing MKP3 expression, how does this promote the
by an element located between 1.7 and 3.5 of the maturation of paraxial cells? The relevant transcriptional
Thy1 PSM enhancer. The simplest interpretation of these targets of FGF signaling in the TBD are unknown, but
results is that RA acts via its receptors to promote the Mes1 is worth considering as a candidate, given its role
expression of Thy1 in segments, presumably via diver- as a key regulator of genes associated with differentia-
gent RARE binding sites in the Thy1 PSM enhancer, of tion wavefront and the segmental clock. Data from the
which we can identify several by sequence homology. mouse knockout show that many of the genes associ-
Identification of the element(s) in the PSM enhancer ated with the caudal PSM, including those expressed
between 1.7 and 3.5 that responds to RA when pa- as part of the segmental clock, are extinguished in the
raxial cells acquire segmental identity will formally test absence of Mes1 (Yoon and Wold, 2000). Conversely,
whether or not RA acts directly to regulate Thy1 ex- when Mes1 is misexpressed in Xenopus embryos by
pression. RNA injection, the expression of TBD genes and that of
Thy1 shift rostrally, suggesting a marked delay in the
Regulation of Thy1 in the Caudal PSM progress of the differentiation wavefront within the PSM.
Several lines of evidence indicate that RA also promotes Thus, the observed rapid downregulation of Mes1 in
the expression of Thy1 in the TBD indirectly by inhibiting response to both RA and/or SU5402 may very well be
the activity of the FGF signaling pathway. Notably, a the pivotal event in the apparent conversion of immature
short treatment with RA causes a caudal shift in the paraxial cells in the TBD into segmentally specified PSM.
expression of genes that marks immature paraxial cells Suppression of FGF signaling with RA and/or SU5402
in the TBD, such as Mes1, ESR5, and HES6. Conversely, also results in reduced expression of bHLH repressors
when RA signaling is inhibited in embryos, the expres- that are not only activated by Mes1 in ectopic expression
sion of these genes expands rostrally within the PSM, experiments but also by the Notch pathway. One of
concomitant with a rostral shift in Thy1expression. RA’s these repressors, ESR5, is expressed in a graded fash-
effects on gene expression in the TBD are identical to ion within the TBD, while another, ESR9, oscillates on
those observed when FGF signaling is inhibited in the and off as part of the segmental clock (Jen et al., 1999;
PSM by treating embryos with SU5402. In addition, in Li et al., 2003). Like Mes1, when ESR5 and ESR9 are
animal cap experiments, RA inhibits the ability of FGF8 ectopically expressed in embryos, they dramatically
to induce the expression of Mes1. Finally, treating em- shift the expression of Thy1 rostrally within the PSM and
bryos briefly with both RA and SU5402 strongly induces are capable of inhibiting the transition of paraxial cells
Thy1 expression throughout the TBD. These results indi- into segmented tissue (Jen et al., 1999). One possibility,
cate that RA signaling contributes to segmental pat- therefore, is that these repressors are key targets of
terning by antagonizing the effects of FGF signaling on FGF signaling during segmental patterning, by inhibiting
cells in the TBD, thus functioning to inhibit gene expres- gene expression associated with segmented tissue such
sion associated with immature paraxial cells on the one as Thy1. In addition to these potential repressors of
hand, while further promoting gene expression associ- segmented tissue, FGF and RA signaling conceivably
ated with segmental patterning of the mesoderm on regulate other transcription factors that have been impli-
the other. cated in the maturation of paraxial tissue, including the
These results are consistent with the recent proposal T-box proteins (Burgess et al., 1996; Nikaido et al., 2002).
that RA regulates the maturation of paraxial cells in chick Further analysis of the Thy1 promoter that drives seg-
embryos by antagonizing FGF signaling (Diez del Corral mental expression in the PSM is likely to be informative
et al., 2003). Although a long, chronic exposure to RA
in terms of identifying targets of FGF signaling during
suppresses FGF8 expression in the chick (Diez del Cor-
passage of the differentiation wavefront.
ral et al., 2003), we have shown that a short exposure
to RA in Xenopus (1.5 or 5 hr) paradoxically induces
Two-Step Model for Segmental PatterningFGF8 expression in the TBD, as might be predicted by
by RA Signalingthe presence of RA response elements in the human
Based on the results presented here, we propose aFGF8 promoter (Brondani et al., 2002). RA, however,
model where RA independently regulates two aspects ofalso rapidly induces the expression of Xenopus MKP3
segmental patterning (Figure 7K). In this model, paraxial(Mason et al., 1996) which, by dephosphorylating and
cells first respond to RA as they emerge from the TBDinactivating ERK, effectively inhibits FGF signaling via
as part of the differentiation wavefront. By inactivatingthe MAPK pathway (Keyse, 2000). Based on our results
the FGF signaling pathway at this point in the segmenta-in animal cap assays, the induction of MKP3 by RA
tion process, RA signaling contributes to the positioningseems to account for the inhibition of FGF signaling in
of segmental boundaries where Thy1 is expressed. Asthe PSM. Recent experiments in the chick suggest that
paraxial cells are displaced toward the rostral PSM, RAMKP3 expression is activated by FGF signaling in sev-
signaling then acts in the TZ to promote the expressioneral developing tissues (Eblaghie et al., 2003; Kawakami
of Thy1 in cells fated to be in the anterior half segment,et al., 2003) and that this activation may depend more
thus contributing to segmental polarity. Finally, as para-on the FGF receptor signaling via PI3K/AKT rather than
xial cells mature further, the segmental pattern is fixed,through the MAPK pathway (Kawakami et al., 2003).
so that Thy1 expression in paraxial cells no longer re-Thus, by inducing MKP3 expression, RA may leave in-
tact the induction of MKP3 expression by FGF, while sponds to RA or, for that matter, any other perturbation
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Experimental Procedures(Jen et al., 1999). This two-step model is an extension
of conclusions reached by genetic analysis of the Mesp2
Xenopus laevis Fertilizations, Microinjections,gene in the mouse by Saga and colleagues who have and Embryo Culture
proposed that the Mesp2 proteins activate two distinct Xenopus embryos were obtained by in vitro fertilization of pigmented
genetic programs when segmental identity is estab- and albino animals, according to established methods (Sive et al.,
2000). Embryos were staged according to the normal tables of Nieu-lished (Nomura-Kitabayashi et al., 2002). One program
wkoop and Faber (1967). For RPA, embryos were injected with RNAis required for specifying a boundary, and a second to
in the animal pole of both blastomeres at the two-cell stage. Atspecify differences between anterior and posterior half-
stage 9, ectodermal caps were isolated and cultured in 0.5 X MMR
segments. Significantly, these two functions of the Mesp2 (Sive et al., 2000) until siblings reached the indicated stage when
proteins may be linked through RA signaling, in that a they were processed by isolating total RNA using Tri-Reagent (Mo-
lecular Research Center). RNase protection assay (RPA) for Mes1,shift of segmental boundaries with increased or de-
Thy1, and EF1 on total RNA from eight caps per condition wascreased RA activity also shifts the width of the Thy1
performed as described (Koyano-Nakagawa et al., 1999). Resultsexpression within a segmental domain (Figure 2F).
were quantified using a Phosphoimager. All assays included both
a negative (tRNA) and positive (total embryo RNA) control.
Capped messenger mRNA was generated in vitro using SP6 RNA
Crossregulatory Interactions between RA polymerase from DNA templates based on the CS2 vector (Turner
and Weintraub, 1994) or the CDG vector (Blumberg et al., 1997).and FGF Signaling
Embryos were injected into the marginal zone of one cell at the two-The results presented here and elsewhere reveal a com-
cell stage for whole embryo experiments. FGF8 RNA was injectedplex set of crossregulatory interactions between two
at 250 pg per embryo, NR2 at 50 pg, Cyp26A at 2 ng, RAR405* at
opposing morphogens that establish an interface or bor- 1 ng, MKP3 or MKP3 at 500 pg. nlacZ RNA was used as a lineage
der between tissue with precursor potential (where FGF tracer at 100 pg or as an injection control at the same dose as was
used in experimentals. Embryos were cultured until the indicatedsignaling dominates) and tissue where segmental fate
stage in 0.1 X MMR (Sive et al., 2000) plus Gentamycin, then fixedis specified (RA signaling dominates). RA signaling acti-
for 1 hr in MEMFA (Sive et al., 2000), and stored in 100% ethanolvates the expression of MKP3, an inhibitor of the MAPK/
until further processing. All injection experiments were performed
ERK arm of the FGF signaling pathway, as well as its at least twice; results shown are representative.
own inhibitor, CYP26. Conversely, FGF signaling seems
to inhibit RA signaling at two levels: by activating CYP26 Cloning of the Thylacine Promoter and Xenopus
expression in the TBD, thus maximizing RA turnover, Transgenic Methods
A Xenopus genomic DNA library was prepared in Lamba Fix II (Stra-and by inhibiting the expression of RALDH2 as shown
tagene) using as a probe a 200 bp fragment containing the 5	 codingin the chick (Diez del Corral et al., 2003), thus minimizing
sequences of Thy1. A 3.5 kb DNA fragment contained sequencesthe production of RA in rostral tissue. Based on segmen-
overlapping with the 5	 coding region of Thy1. DNA upstream of the
tation studies in Drosophila (Houchmandzadeh et al., initiation ATG was shuttled into a vector containing the GFP coding
2002), a patterning system using two opposing and inter- region followed by the Hairy2a 3	 UTR instability element (Davis et
al., 2001). Without the instability region, this construct producedacting morphogens has several design features that may
high levels of transgenic expression in both the PSM and somitesbe important for stability and for scaling. We suggest
as measured by GFP fluorescence and in situ hybridization for GFPthat these features play an important role during verte-
RNA. Thus, proper Thy1 RNA expression is likely to depend on rapid
brate segmentation in setting segment size, which varies turnover of RNA transcripts (Davis et al., 2001). Deletion constructs
markedly along the A-P axis of one embryo, or between were generated using unique restriction sites within the promoter
vertebrate species with different size embryos. Segment sequences. Xenopus transgenics were generated using the protocol
of Kroll and Amaya (1996) with modifications described by Sparrowsize can be modified using the Clock-and-Wavefront
et al. (2000).paradigm of somitogenesis by changing the periodicity
of the segmental clock or the rate of the differentiation
Histology and Western Blot Methodswavefront. A two-morphogen patterning system seems
Whole-mount antibody staining of Xenopus embryos (Sive et al.,
to be ideally designed to achieve the latter based on 2000) using the 12/101 monoclonal antibody (Kintner and Brockes,
the results we have described here. 1985) was as described in Jen et al. (1999). Whole-mount in situ
Finally, a number of parallels can be drawn between hybridization was performed as described in Harland (1991) except
that the acetic anhydride and RNase steps were omitted. Probesthe regulation of the differentiation wavefront in the par-
for Thy1, XDelta2, ESR9, ESR5, Hes6, Mes1, FGF8, and Cyp26 haveaxial mesoderm by FGF and RA, and a similar regulation
been described (Christen and Slack, 1997; Hollemann et al., 1998;of precursor cells by these pathways during the develop-
Jen et al., 1999, 1997; Joseph and Cassetta, 1999; Li et al., 2003;
ment of the nervous system and limb buds. The similari- Sparrow et al., 1998). Probes for Xenopus RALDH2 and MKP3 were
ties with the nervous system are particularly striking isolated using RT-PCR with primers based on published sequences.
Pigmented embryos were bleached after in situ hybridization (Sivesince bHLH transcription factors that control differentia-
et al., 2000).tion may be critical targets of these signaling pathways
Somite size was measured in embryos that were fixed in 2%in both cases (Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Novitch et
paraformaldehyde, 2% glutaraldehyde in PBS, embedded in paraffin
al., 2003). Similarities to the limb bud are also notable wax, sectioned, and stained with DAPI.
since in both cases one could argue that the two path- Phospho-ERK levels were measured using an animal cap assay
in which ectoderm caps were dissected at st 9–10 from embryosways interact to shift the allocation of cells in and out
that were injected at the two-cell stage with NR2 RNA in combinationof a progress zone (Mercader et al., 2000). In limbs,
with FGF8, MKP3, or MKP3 RNA. Animal caps (12 per sample)this allocation appears to set the boundary between
were cultured to stage 11, when they were treated as indicated with
proximal and distal elements, while in paraxial meso- DMSO or RA for 1.5 hr. At the end of this treatment, animal cap tissue
derm, this allocation sets the boundary between seg- was lysed in SDS loading buffer and separated by electrophoresis on
12% SDS polyacrylamide gels containing 30:0.18 acrylamide:mental units.
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bisacrylamide. Gels were subjected to Western blot analysis using Molecular targets of vertebrate segmentation: two mechanisms con-
trol segmental expression of Xenopus hairy2 during somite forma-anti-ERK and anti-phospho-ERK antibodies (1:1000, Cell Signal-
ing Technologies) and chemiluminescence/autoradiography (ECL, tion. Dev. Cell 1, 553–565.
Amersham). Diez del Corral, R., Breitkreuz, D.N., and Storey, K.G. (2002). Onset
of neuronal differentiation is regulated by paraxial mesoderm and
requires attenuation of FGF signalling. Development 129, 1681–Drug Treatments
1691.All-trans retinoic acid (Calbiochem) was used at 1 M; cyclohexi-
mide (Sigma) at 10 g/ml; SU5402 (Calbiochem) at 400 M, and Diez del Corral, R., Olivera-Martinez, I., Goriely, A., Gale, E., Maden,
AGN193109 at 10 M. Chemicals were dissolved in DMSO (except M., and Storey, K. (2003). Opposing FGF and retinoid pathways
CHX in ethanol) and then diluted into 0.1 X MMR. Carrier controls control ventral neural pattern, neuronal differentiation, and segmen-
(DMSO alone or DMSO  ethanol) were performed at the highest tation during body axis extension. Neuron 40, 65–79.
solvent concentration that the experimental embryos received in Dubrulle, J., and Pourquie, O. (2002). From head to tail: links between
each set. All drug-treatment experiments were performed at least the segmentation clock and antero-posterior patterning of the em-
three times independently. In each experiment, 10–12 embryos were bryo. Curr. Opin. Genet. Dev. 12, 519–523.
examined per condition per probe, with a majority (
70%) exhibiting
Dubrulle, J., McGrew, M.J., and Pourquie, O. (2001). FGF signalingthe phenotype shown. Numbers given in figures and legends are
controls somite boundary position and regulates segmentationfor one experiment.
clock control of spatiotemporal Hox gene activation. Cell 106,
219–232.
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